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Letter from the Editor

Welcome to the February 2021 issue of 
‘My Pet Matters’ - The monthly Newsletter
that brings you and your pet closer.

This month we feature planning for your dog’s
care if you catch Covid-19, we find out what
are the most popular dog treats in the UK, 
we show you how to stop your dog pulling 
on the lead, and how to understand your
dog’s emotions. And we bring you 10 things
that all cat parents can relate to.  Plus much
much more!

Every month we bring you pet news,
interesting articles and features, what’s on,
handy tips, expert opinions and advice,
finance information, pet product promotions,
travel, art, fun and games and much more for
you to getting to know your pet better.

Plus there is our Charity of the Month. 
(See page 20 for details).

And why not receive future issues of ‘My Pet
Matters? It’s absolutely FREE! Just visit:
www.mypetmatters.co.uk and click on
‘Newsletter’.

I hope you enjoy reading ‘My Pet Matters’ and
wish you all the best for you and your furry
friends.

The Editor - My Pet Matters

My        MattersPet

PS. Do you have a n interesting story about

you r pet? Or anything else you may want to

contribute to any of our topics? If so please

email us to: articles@mypetmatters.co.uk

and we may use it in a futu re issue!

My Pet Matters is a Newsletter published by Clearlight Media. Unit 1, Alton Road Industrial Estate, Ross-on-Wye HR9 5NB.
email: articles@mypetmatters.co.uk Web: www.mypetmatters.co.uk 3

Coronavirus (COVID-19): advice for people 
in England with animals

Advice for pet owners and livestock keepers on looking after
the welfare of animals during the coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic. This advice applies to England only.

You should stay alert and follow the current coronavirus
guidance at all times. This is national guidance. Check if there
are local restrictions in your area.

There is no evidence that:

• coronavirus is circulating in pets or other animals in the UK
• pets, other domestic animals or livestock can transmit the 
disease to humans

In line with general advice on coronavirus, you should wash your
hands before and after being around or handling animals or their
food. There is no evidence that you need to wash your pets to
control the spread of coronavirus. Never use household or
commercial cleaning products, disinfectants or antibacterial
wipes on pets.

If your animal needs vet treatment

If your animal needs treatment, phone the vet to arrange the best
way to meet their needs.

Dogs

If you have symptoms of coronavirus you should self-isolate at
home for 7 days, or 14 days as a household or support bubble.
You should arrange a test to find out if you have coronavirus.
If your dog cannot exercise at home, you should ask someone
outside of your household or support bubble to walk your dog
for you.

If you do not have symptoms of coronavirus

You may leave your house to walk your dog. You should stay 2
metres apart from anyone outside of your household or support
bubble, or one metre with risk mitigation where 2 metres is not
viable. An example of risk mitigation would be wearing a face
covering. You should consider that wearing a face covering may
inhibit communication with people who rely on lip reading, facial
expressions and clear sound.

When walking your dog in areas used by other people, you
should consider putting your dog on a lead to ensure you can
stay 2 metres away from others. You should wash your hands
before and after handling your dog.

If you’re walking dogs on behalf of someone not able to

You may walk a dog for someone who is unable to leave their
house because they are self-isolating or being shielded.
You should wash your hands before and after handling the dog
and keep 2 metres away from other people and animals,
including when handing over the dog to the owner.

Cats

You should wash your hands before and after any contact with
your cat.

Horses, livestock and other animals

If you have symptoms of coronavirus you should self-isolate at
home for 7 days, or 14 as a household or support bubble. 
You should arrange a test to find out if you have coronavirus.

If you have a horse that you don’t keep at home (for example,
you keep it in livery, a stables or on private land), you should not
visit it whilst you are self-isolating. You should contact your yard
manager or vet to make suitable animal welfare arrangements.
If you have livestock such as cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, poultry,
or any other types of livestock, you should arrange for someone
else who is not self-isolating to care for your animals.

Where this is not possible, you should ensure the basic needs
of your animals are met. You should wash your hands before and
after handling your animals and stay 2 metres away from other
people. If you’re too unwell to care for your animals and there is
no one to help, you should call your local authority.

If you do not have symptoms of coronavirus

You may:

• leave your house to provide care for your horse or livestock.
• ride your horse

You should stay 2 metres away from others. You should wash
your hands before and after contact with any animals.

If your horse needs attention from a farrier

If your horse requires attention from a farrier, you should phone
the farrier for advice to best meet your horse’s needs. You and
the farrier should stay 2 metres apart and wash your hands
before and after contact with the horse.

Contact

If you have any queries, email the APHA Customer Advice team
customeradvice@apha.gov.uk.

For commercial transporter enquiries, email the APHA Welfare
in Transport team WIT@apha.gov.uk.

CORONAVIRUS



We regularly hear heartwarming stories of the huge joy and relief
when a missing cat is returned home thanks to the details of their
microchip,” said Cat Protection head James Yeates.

Battersea Dogs and Cats Home

Battersea Dogs and Cats Home’s deputy chief executive Peter Laurie
also supports compulsory microchipping.

“We see strays being brought to us every day, many of which have
clearly been much-loved pets that have perhaps just wandered too
far from home. Unfortunately we are often unable to trace their
previous owners as they have either not been microchipped or the
details on the chip are not up to date,” he said.

Since compulsory dog microchipping was introduced in 2016,
around nine million dogs are now microchipped.

British Veterinary Association Senior Vice President Daniella Dos
Santos said that any legislation around compulsory microchipping
of cats must be clear in its aims and that enforcement must be given
sufficient investment.

“Although we strongly encourage all cat owners to microchip their
pet, the delivery and enforcement around compulsory
microchipping of cats is complex and would need adequate
resource. Before making it compulsory, the government needs to
address the difficulties caused by multiple national databases and
consider how feral cat populations would be managed.”

(Story source: Inews)

She told the broadcaster: ‘(Keith) is my guardian angel. ‘Even the
firefighters didn’t want to handle the dogs. 

They called animal control, but Keith was already in the building
pulling out the cats and dogs until they were all safe.’ Keith, who
has been homeless since he was 13, has now been hailed as a hero
after saving the six dogs and ten cats. 

Well-wishers have raised almost $40,000 for him on GoFundMe. In
a separate fundraiser for the shelter itself to rebuild after the fire,
Grace said: ‘We are so grateful to CNN for posting our story. 

‘Please know we are in contact with Keith Walker, who worked
tirelessly to bring our animals to safety, and are working to assess
the best way to assist him. ‘He is refusing all offers of help but we
are determined. He is a vital part of our community and we will
continue to work with him so he is appropriately rewarded for his
selfless efforts.’

(Story source: Metro)

My consolation - apart from the fact it’s quite nice to hear the city
becoming a city again - is that the worst sound of autumn has
stopped. 

You’re expecting me to say “leafblowers” aren’t you? No. This is a
more esoteric pet hate, “pet” being the operative word: it’s tortoise
sex. My husband’s tortoises come into the house in October for
hibernation preparation and it is, frankly, harrowing.

From the moment their heat lamp clicks on in the morning, my
productive hours are numbered. First they rustle, maddeningly, as
they wake and eat. 

Then, hopped up on dandelions, one of them will start ramming its
shell repetitively into the walls of the wooden enclosure: thunk,
thunk, thunk, audible across several floors. It goes on for hours:
there are four tortoises and they appear to operate a thunking relay.

This is merely a warm up (literally) for the main event. Tortoise sex
doesn’t sound how you might expect: it involves high-pitched
squeaking, the kind a dog toy makes. 

Blue Peter didn’t warn us about this. “Oh, is that your whippet?”
someone asked on a work call recently. “Yes,” I lied. “He’s very
playful, sorry.”

I have been pleading with my husband for weeks to put his scaly
Casanovas in the fridge (they hibernate in the vegetable drawer; Blue
Peter didn’t warn us about that, either) with no joy: more dandelions
needed. “Just eat, damn you,” I took to muttering as I walked past
them, rutting tirelessly.

Finally, either they had sufficiently fattened or (my hunch) they
interrupted one of his meetings. After a last cooling phase - which
did not cool their ardour - they have been consigned to the fridge in
individual plastic containers. I’m ready for hibernation myself now.

(Story source: The Guardian)
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Inews reports that compulsory microchipping for cats could be
introduced in England next year after the Government launched a
two-month-long consultation with vets, owners and members of the
public. 

The move comes after Government research found that 99 per cent
of the population supported mandatory microchipping of cats.

Around 2.6 million cats in the UK - around 26 per cent - are not
microchipped, according to estimates by the animal welfare charity
Cats Protection.

It reported that eight out of 10 stray cats handed in to its adoption
centres in England during 2018 were unchipped, leading to longer
and sometimes unsuccessful efforts to reunite them with their
owners.

How it works

The process involves inserting a chip, generally around the size of
a grain of rice, under the skin of a pet, which has a unique serial
number that can be read by a scanner.

Stray cats lost this way include Larry, the brown and white tabby
who was found in London without a microchip and taken to
Battersea Dogs and Cats Home before being adopted as ‘Chief
Mouser’ to 10 Downing Street and the Cabinet Office.

“Having a microchip gives a lost cat the best chance of being quickly
reunited with their owner.

Metro reports that Keith Walker, 53, kept his own pitbull called Bravo
at the W-Underdogs centre overnight, and was on his way to pick
him up when he saw the flames on December 18. 

But he didn’t stop with just rescuing his own pet - he made sure all
the animals were safe. He told CNN: ‘I was nervous as hell, I’m not
going to lie. ‘I was really scared to go in there with all that smoke. 

But God put me there to save those animals. ‘If you love a dog, you
can love anyone in the world. My dog is my best friend, and I
wouldn’t be here without him, so I knew I had to save all those other
dogs.’

Shelter founder Gracie Hamlin said that the shelter was left
uninhabitable by the fire, which was electrical. But luckily, they were
about to move into new premises so there was still somewhere for
the animals to live.

The Guardian reports that after the eerie silence of lockdown, city
centre life is back, judging by the nocturnal soundscape outside my
window.

There’s a constant, happy burble of chat, occasional singing and,
last night, a proper fight - broken up by a waiter wielding a fire
extinguisher: the scotch egg, served as a main meal, is a powerful
intoxicant. 

Cat microchipping could
become compulsory in
England next year after
consultation with vets
Government launches consultation to find 
out the opinions of vets, cat owners and
members of the public.

Homeless man runs into
burning animal shelter 
to save 16 dogs and cats
A homeless man put his own life at risk to
run into a burning animal shelter and rescue
16 dogs and cats.

My unexpected working-
from-home problem? The
noise from my husband's
oversexed tortoises
Before hibernating, these reptilian 
Casanovas have been at it like there’s 
no tomorrow. Now I’m having to lie to 
my colleagues about the sound.

Do you have a n interesting story about your pet? If so

please email us to: articles@mypetmatters.co.uk and

we may use it in a future issue!
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Inews reports that as the end of the Brexit transition period looms,
the question of how the UK leaving the EU affects holidays abroad
will once again be on people’s minds.

From visas to health insurance, little is expected to stay the same
after 31 December. But what about the rules for taking pets to the
continent? Here’s everything you need to know.

What is the animal health certificate?

From 1 January, people travelling from the UK to the EU or Northern
Ireland with pets and assistance dogs will need to ensure they have
an animal health certificate (AHC) 10 days before making the
journey. This will replace the pet passport scheme that is currently
in place. It means dog, cat and ferret owners must follow new rules,
including owners of assistance dogs. This is because the UK will
have Part 2 listed status under the EU Pet Travel Scheme.
The Government is continuing to press the European Commission
to secure Part 1 listed status however, stating that the UK currently
meets all the requirements for it. There will be no change to the
current health preparations or documents for pets entering Britain
from the EU or Northern Ireland.

How do I get an animal health certificate?

The AHC needs to be signed by an official vet no more than 10 days
before the planned travel date. To obtain an AHC, check with your
vet to see if they issue the certificate.

He’s already taller than both of them when he stands on his hind
legs and needs six mile walks per day. They have estimated that in
just 12 months, they’ve walked the distance between Land’s End to
John O’Groats three times. 

Marley’s daily diet consists of raw mince meat, boiled chicken, fish
with vegetables as well as dog biscuits - which costs the couple over
£120 per month. Nigel, a builder, said: ‘Marley is taller than me when
he’s stood on his hind legs and I’m 6ft 2inches. 

‘He’s huge and he towers over my head when he’s on my shoulders.
‘He won’t be fully grown until he’s three or four years old but is likely
to gain more muscle weight so could eventually weigh around 16st.
‘When he was a puppy he would have massive growth spurts in the
night and we’d wake up to a bigger dog every day.’ 

The breed is used to hunt wolves in Russia but is very unusual here
so Marley gets lots of stares when he’s out and about. Nigel added:
‘He gets so much attention when he’s out on his walk as it’s not
every day that you see a dog of this size. 

‘It’s rare in the UK to see a Russian bear dog but in Russia it’s their
main breed of dog. ‘We walk him for around 168 miles per month,
he needs a lot of exercise as he’s such a large, active dog.’ 

Marley has gone viral online several times due to his tall stature.
Nigel added: ‘I enjoy taking photos of Marley that illustrate his huge
size. 

‘I haven’t yet posed him up with a short person but I’m hoping to
do that soon. ‘Whenever I post an image of Marley online he gets
thousands of likes and shares as people are fascinated by him.’ 

He is covered in thick fluffy hair and needs constant brushing due
to his excessive moulting. Nigel said: ‘We fill half a bin bag of his
hair per day he malts that much.

‘We could do with attaching a vacuum to him. ‘But he’s worth all the
effort it takes to care for him, we feed him a varied diet from a local
butchers. 

‘Marley has three meals per day, from giant breed chicken Kimble
biscuits mixed with boiled chicken to raw mince beef, fish and
vegetables, including carrots, peas, broccoli, and cabbage.’

(Story source: Metro)

Metro reports that the two-year-old pooch lives with his owners
Nigel Carver, 63, and partner, Linda Bowley, 60, in a small cottage
in Ilkeston, Derbyshire. 

Hamrokhaber reports that they set up an organization, Rescue Ink,
and their goal is to save as many animals as possible, they save pets
from their violent owners, investigate cases of animal abuse and
help the animals to find new homes. Rescue Ink is a non-profit
organization who fights for animal rights, all volunteers, the team
members are bodybuilders, bikers, police detectives, former military
personnel, and even lawyers.

“Some people like to think of us as superheroes. The truth is, we
are super animal lovers. Through the years, and through many
caseloads, obstacles, and downright challenges, we remain strong
and dedicated to our mission,” they said. They cooperated with the
authorities to reduce and even stop animal abuse, so they made
agreements with animal shelters and public organization. These kind
people managed to offer a much better life for a lot of animals, as
dogs, cats, horses, pigs and even fish. Regular people and even
famous artists joined their cause. If things goes in different direction,
they call the police. “We specialize in getting the abuser away from
the dog. We truly work with the abuser. We go to a house; if it’s
really cold out, we see two dogs in the back, we build them a
doghouse,” Mr. Missari, a member of the team told NY Times.

The most important thing is that they all are so kind-hearted, on of
them had to carry a little kitten for 10 days , because the kitten
needed to be feed every 2 hours. They try to prove and to teach
everyone that animal abuse is wrong and needs to stop, and they
teach children to be kind and lovely with animals all the time.
“Let’s just say an official goes to an abuser’s house, he pulls up in
a cop car and, immediately the abuser knows the cop’s limitations,
he has certain boundaries. But when we pull up, they don’t know
what we’re going to do, they don’t know what we’re capable of
doing. So it helps out big time,” the team said in an interview with
People. These guys are real heroes!

(Story source: Hamrokhaber)

Pet travel after Brexit:
What the rules are for 
pet owners travelling to
Europe when transition
period ends
From 1 January, people travelling from the
UK with pets and assistance dogs will need
to ensure they have an animal health
certificate.

Giant dog is 14 stone and
6ft 5 inches tall - but he
hasn’t stopped growing
yet!
Meet Marley the Russian bear dog - he
weighs 14st and stands at 6ft 5inches but 
is still growing.

American biker destroys
dog fight rings and
rescues animals from
violent owners
You might say Angels doesn’t look pretty,
about these tattooed bikers, however they
saved countless animal lives all over the
country. 

You must take proof of:
• your pet’s microchipping date
• your pet’s vaccination history

Your pet will need a new certificate for each trip to the EU or NI. If it
has an up-to-date subsequent rabies vaccination history, you will
not need to repeat this.

The health certificate is valid for:
• 10 days after the date of issue for entry into the EU or NI
• onward travel within the EU or NI for four months after the date of 
issue

• re-entry to Britain for four months after the date of issue

What other precautions must be taken?

Owners will also have to ensure their animal is microchipped, and
protected against certain diseases. The Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) has said dogs, cats and ferrets will
need to be vaccinated against rabies 21 days before travelling, and
dogs must be treated against tapeworm if they are travelling to some
countries. If you’re travelling with your dog directly to Finland,
Republic of Ireland, NI, Norway or Malta, it must have treatment
against tapeworm. Your dog will need to receive treatment one to
five days before arriving in any of these countries. For more
information on vaccines against diseases click here. Owners have
been advised to check the Government website for guidelines.

How do I get across the border?

Pets and assistance dogs will also need to enter the EU through a
travellers’ point of entry (TPE), which includes all the major French
ports such as Calais, Caen and Dunkirk.

At the TPE, you may need to present your pet’s original health
certificate along with proof of:
• your pet’s microchip
• rabies vaccination
• tapeworm treatment (if required)

(Story source: Inews)



If you have a dog, even if you’re fully healthy and take all possible
steps to avoid contracting Covid, you should still make a
theoretical plan for your dog’s care in the event that you did
become ill, and so were unable to leave home to walk your dog
and potentially, were unable to care for their other needs too.

This article will tell you what to think about when it comes to
planning for your dog’s care in case you became ill with Covid-
19. Read on to learn more.

Keep two weeks of food and meds in (but not
more than a month)

If you have friends or family who might be able to help you with
First of all, it can be difficult at the moment to know how much
of your essentials (ranging from toilet paper to your dog’s food)
you should keep in reserve. 
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On the one hand, Covid restrictions and the Brexit transition is
resulting in some products becoming unavailable or seeing
supply chain disruption, but on the other hand, people panic-
buying and stockpiling goods out of perceived and unfounded
fears of shortages messes up the supply chain and limits
availability far worse!

Coupled with this, we’re being asked to go out as infrequently as
possible and so when we do shop, to get enough to keep us
going without needing another trip soon; but also once more,
not to buy more than we need.

Knowing then how much dog food and how much of any
medication for the dog should be kept at home can be
complicated anyway, but factor in planning for potential illness
due to Covid, and also the expiry date of foods and medications,
and it can be really hard to know what do to.

A good balance that will ensure you never run short but also don’t
hold too much of anything is to keep two to four weeks of your
dog’s food and medication on hand at all times, so that if you
developed Covid-19 and either couldn’t go out or needed
someone else to care for your dog, you’d be prepared and not
have to worry about how to source their essentials while you
were unwell.

Consider the logistics of how someone could
help with your dog if needed

It can be hard to think about what you might need if you became
ill in the future when you’re feeling just fine, but it is a good idea
to run the what-ifs and consider the logistics of how things would
work if you did become ill and needed help with your dog.

For instance, who would be able to walk them and how could you
arrange this, how could you hand your dog off to them without
contact and risk of exposure, and who could care for your dog if
you were too sick to even feed or provide their care at home, or
if you were taken into hospital.

Options to consider include things like dog walkers, kennels,
friends, family and neighbours, local community care and
volunteering groups (many of which have only formed in the last
year due to Covid-19) and dog sitters who might be able to care
for your dog in their home.

Draw up comprehensive information about
your dog and their needs before you need it 

If you fell ill with Covid and were feeling very poorly and this
came as a surprise to you, you would no doubt struggle to try to
let anyone who might be helping with your dog know the fine
details of what they need and how they’re cared for.

It is important to draw this up while you’re healthy and hope you
never need it! Include things like what and when your dog eats
and how much, when they usually get walked and for how long,
how they behave on the lead, if and how they are allowed off the
lead, and vitally, any behavioural issues, fears, or potential
problems someone else might face, even if that’s really unlikely.

Cover other things too like when they usually need the toilet, how
they ask to get out, if they tend to scavenge or try to steal food,
and what they’re allowed and not allowed to do; like sleep on
beds.

Include information on who your dog’s vet is and the details your
dog is registered under, any health issues or concerns, if they
need grooming and brushing and how, and if they need to see a
groomer at all as a welfare issue.

The more information you can provide, the better.

What if you don’t have friends or family that
could help?

All of this is moot if you’re worrying your socks off over finding
someone to help you if you needed it; perhaps because you don’t
know who or where to ask, or have asked the people you thought
might be willing to be on standby and found them unable.

Looking up local support and community groups as mentioned
earlier can be really helpful, and your local vet and also rehoming
charities can usually help and advise too. Many dog owners are
reluctant to contact charities and shelters for advice, but doing
so does not mean you intend to give your dog up; just make use
if their insights, and potential network of contacts that might be
able to help you, advise you, or foster your dog if you became
ill.

Make provision for your dog in your will

Finally, the topic of wills and what night happen to your dog after
your death is never a comfortable one, but particularly given
Covid-19, is something that many people are actively avoiding;
and it shouldn’t be. Whether you’re very vulnerable or would
likely weather Covid-19 infection with very little concern, if you
have a dog, even when you’re young, fit and healthy, it is a very
good idea to have a basic will.

This should indicate by whom and possibly how you’d like your
dog cared for after your death (with said party informed and
asked first!) and perhaps allocating some money to their care or
needs. If you find that you would need to surrender your dog to
a shelter if the worst happened, talking to your shelter of choice
and agreeing this, and leaving directions and a donation for your
dog’s care and rehoming in your will is a good thing to do too.

(Article source: Pets 4 Homes)
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Coronavirus: Planning for your
dog’s care if you become ill with
Covid-19
While some members of the population are more at risk of becoming
seriously ill with Covid-19 than others, it is still a virus that anyone can
catch, and which can make even some younger people in seemingly
good health very ill.
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Based on the best-selling dog treats overall as shared by huge
national online retailers like Amazon that showcase a huge
number of brands and that theoretically any seller or brand can
use to get their products out there, this article will share with you
the top five most popular dog treats in the UK as of January
2021; and some theories on our part as to why people buy them.
Read on to learn more.

Wagg “BBQ Bangers” Dog Treats

What are Wagg BBQ Bangers” Dog Treats?
“Wagg” is a brand name, and their BBQ Bangers are semi-moist dog
treats each a similar size (and shape) to Wotsits crisps, and which
come in a range of flavours.

What type of dogs are they suitable for?
BBQ Bangers are suitable for dogs of all breeds from the age of eight
weeks onwards.

How should they be fed/what are they used for?
BBQ Bangers are designed to appeal to all dogs including fussy
eaters, and they’re advertised as being suitable for use as training
treats; although they’re slightly larger than the type of training treats
you’d feed very freely, and so might be better suited to being used
as a higher-level reward. They are pliable enough to break in half
though to portion out in smaller amounts.

Why are they popular?
The claim that they appeal to potentially fussy dogs, and their ability
to be used as training treats are likely to be part of their general
appeal, as are the wide range of flavours. 

Pets Purest 100% Pure Beef Air Dried Treats
for Dogs

What are Pets Purest 100% Pure Beef Air Dried Treats for Dogs?
“Pets Purest” is the brand, and their Pure Beef Air Dried Treats are
made of 100% air-dried beef, and nothing else; no colours,
preservatives, or literally anything but beef. They’re reasonably
chewy but not particularly tough or hard.

What type of dogs are they suitable for?
Pets Purest 100% Pure Beef Air Dried Treats for Dogs are suitable
for adult dogs, usually taken to mean dogs of one year of age or
older.

How should they be fed/what are they used for?
These treats are too chewy to make for good training treats, and
they’re more of a general-purpose treat, to divert, occupy, or reward
your dog; and the product information for them says that they can
also help to some extent to clean the surfaces of your dog’s teeth,
although this is no substitute for brushing your dog’s teeth.

Why are they popular?
The fact that these treats are natural and made from just beef means
they’re popular with many types of dog owners, including those that
want to feed their dogs a more natural diet, those that own dogs
with food allergies, and those whose dogs can be picky, among
many others. 

Pedigree Schmackos

What are Pedigree Schmackos?
This is the second entry for a “Pedigree” product in the list, these
being their “Schmackos,” which is one of the most well-known and
enduring dog treats of all, and one that most dog owners know well.
Schmackos come in strip form, and they’re fairly moist and not too
tough to chew, being moderate for their size in the calorie stakes at
30 calories each.

What type of dogs are they suitable for?
Schmackos are suitable for adult dogs of all types.

How should they be fed/what are they used for?
Schmackos are too large when whole to make for good training
treats, but they’re not tough and so can be used as training treats if
torn into smaller chunks; or as a high-value reward. They don’t take
ages to chew and are a versatile size, so can be given as a general
treat, although they won’t really keep dogs occupied for long enough
to use as a diversion when leaving your dog alone.

Why are they popular?
Schmackos are relatively low calorie for their size, and most dogs
can be tempted by them; they’re also fairly soft and so suitable for
even older dogs and those whose teeth aren’t in great condition.

Pedigree Dentastix Daily Dental Care Chews

What are Pedigree Dentastix?
Pedigree is the brand behind three of the entries on the most popular
dog treats list, including coming in at the number one spot with their
Dentastix. While a huge number of brands now make dental sticks
for dogs that emulate Pedigree’s branded version, this is the original
brand-named dental stick for dogs, and still the best known; and
best-selling. Dentastix are hard chews in a stick shape, with grooves
along their length.

What type of dogs are they suitable for?
Dentastix are suitable for adult dogs (over one year of age) and they
come in different size options to suit dogs of different sizes. It should
be noted that dogs with weak teeth, sore gums, or many missing
teeth might struggle with Dentastix, due to the hardness of the
treats.

How should they be fed/what are they used for?
Dentastix Daily Dental Care Chews for Dogs are advertised as being
designed to prevent and reduce the build-up of plaque and tartar on
dog’s teeth, and to help counteract bad breath. However, they are
not a substitute for proper dental care, and should be seen as a
supplement to help with good dental hygiene rather than to be given
instead of brushing your dog’s teeth and getting them regular dental
check-ups at the vet.

Why are they popular?
Dentastix are possibly seen by many buyers as a “good” or
“healthier” dog treat, due to their perceived dental benefits. 
When used in combination with proper dental care, this is true;
however, there is the possibility than some buyers think Dentastix
can replace teeth cleaning and even reverse existing dental
problems, which is not their intended use and not the case.

(Article source: Pets 4 Homes)

While it isn’t good for dogs to be fed too many treats and the
treats that you do give to your dog should be measured out and
accounted for in their daily food intake, feeding treats is not bad
for dogs per se, and serves a number of purposes.

Training treats or treats given as rewards for good behaviour, to
occupy a dog while they’re left alone, to get the dog’s attention,
or simply to feed to reinforce the bond between you all have their
place!

What type of treats dogs like can be really variable too, and many
dogs have an absolute favourite they go wild for, even if they
would ultimately eat more or less anything that was on offer. 

Of course, whether or not a dog gets a taste for a certain type of
treat in the first place depends to an extent on what their owners
choose for them and offer to them; and knowing what type of
dog treats to buy can be complicated.

Whether you simply pick up what’s cheapest or what you know
your dog likes or if you spent hours researching the best type of
treats for your dog, knowing what other dog owners pick can be
quite enlightening.

Give a dog a bone? What are the
most popular dog treats in the UK
2021 - and why?
Virtually every dog owner gives their dog treats of some form at some
point, whether that be commercially bought dog treats, homemade
ones, or table scraps, and the majority of dogs get treats in some
quantity every single day.
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The Guardian reports that dog owners might love their pet’s
endearing puppy dog eyes and cute furry features, but it turns out
the doggy brain is just as excited by the back of our heads as the
front.

For despite having evolved facial expressions that tug on the
heartstrings of owners, researchers have found that unlike humans,
dogs do not have brain regions that respond specifically to faces.

“It’s amazing dogs do so well when it comes to reading emotions
and identify from faces, despite the fact that they seem not to have
a brain designed for having a focus on (them),” said Dr Attila Andics,
co-author of the study from Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary.

Writing in the Journal of Neuroscience, Andics and colleagues report
how they scanned the brains of 20 family dogs, including labradors
and border collies, and 30 humans with each shown six sequences
of 48 videos of either the front or the back of a human or dog head.

The team found particular regions of the dog’s brain showed
differing activity depending on the species shown, with a greater
response to dog videos. However, there was no difference in any
region when dogs were shown a human or dog face compared with
the back of its head.

By contrast, regions of the human brain showed different activity
depending whether a face or the back of a head was shown, with
faces generally generating a stronger response.

A small subset of these regions also showed a difference between
species, in general showing a stronger response to humans.

Andics said the further analysis showed the dog brain was primarily
focused on whether the animal was looking at a dog or a human,
whereas the human brain was mainly focused on whether there was
a face.

The Guardian reports that dogs do not simply age at seven times
the rate of humans, scientists have found in a study that reveals
young dogs might be “older” than previously thought.

The findings suggest a one-year-old puppy is actually about 30 in
“human years” - an age when humans, at least, might be expected
to have stopped running riot with the toilet paper.

Writing in the journal Cell Systems, researchers at the University of
California San Diego’s school of medicine describe how they focused
on epigenetic changes to DNA - modifications that don’t change the
DNA sequence but can switch genes on or off.

The Sun reports that the hungry mutt then knocked a box of Cheerios
on the electric hob which set alight. Owner Michelle Noack, 29, mum
to Katy, ten and Dylan, six, returned home to find the kitchen ablaze
in Braintree, Essex. She scooped up the flaming mess with metal
utensils and dumped it outside before dousing the fire with a garden
hose.

Michelle, whose family had to move out while the smoke damage
was repaired, said: “Oscar could’ve blown the whole place up. “I’d
just got his balls cut off and I swear that was his revenge! I’ll always
love him but I’ll never turn my back on him again.” The fire service
confirmed Oscar started the fire by jumping up to get his food.

Dogs’ brains ‘not
hardwired’ to respond 
to human faces
Study of brain activity shows no difference
when dogs see back or front of a head.

Every dog year not
equivalent to seven
human years, scientists
find
Study of DNA changes in labradors suggests
puppies age much faster than older dogs.

Cooker spaniel: Puppy
causes £1,000 damage
after switching on cooker
- in ‘revenge’ for getting
the snip
Six-month-old Oscar, a Spaniel-cross, flicked
on a knob with a paw after jumping up to try
to reach food.

While previous work has suggested that dogs have separate areas
of the brain for processing human and dog faces, Andics said the
new results suggest these studies might be picking up on responses
to other differences in the images, such as the breed of dog.

Andics said the new results suggested dogs did not rely strongly on
faces when it comes to communication - but that did not mean dogs
completely ignored them. Rather, he said, dog brains were not
designed to specifically focus on faces, something that might be
linked to the animals taking in many body cues.

Prof Sophie Scott, director of the Institute for Cognitive Neuroscience
at University College London, said it was known that different
networks in the human brain processes different aspects of
information in faces. But the study suggests the canine brain works
differently.

“The dog face system just goes ‘it’s a dog or a human’ and it doesn’t
really care about the faces,” she said, noting the findings contrast
to research showing both dogs and humans have particular brain
regions involved in processing voices.

The results, Scott added, suggests dogs may be rely less on faces
than other information. “One of the main ways dogs know who their
friends are and how they are doing is their smell,” she said.

But Dr Daniel Dilks, an expert in the human visual cortex from Emory
University, said the study did not conclusively prove there was no
face-specific brain region in dogs. “The finding of a(brain) region in
dogs (that only responds to images of dogs) is intriguing, but only
50% of the dogs tested showed such a region,” he added. “It will be
important to understand why half of the dogs exhibit such a cortex,
while the other half does not.”

(Story source: The Guardian)

The team looked at the way particular molecules, called methyl
groups, accumulated in certain areas of the human genome over
time and compared them with how they accumulated in similar areas
in the dog genome.

The results, which draw on genetic data from about 100 labrador
retrievers from puppies to elderly animals, reveal every dog year is
not equivalent to seven human years. Instead, dogs show far more
rapid accumulation of methyl groups in their genome than humans
within their first year or so, suggesting they age at a much faster
rate. However, as time passes, the rate of ageing in dogs, compared
with humans, slows down.

The findings suggest a one-year-old dog would have a “human age”
of about 30, while by the age of four they’d be about 54 in “human
years”, and by 14 they would be on a par with a human in their mid-
70s. The relationship, the team say, is described by the formula:
human age = 16 ln(dog_age) + 31. In maths, ln refers to the natural
logarithm of a number.

The team says the work now needs to be repeated in other breeds
of dog. But, they say, for young and old dogs, the age relationship
seems to reflect the times at which humans and dogs experience
particular milestones.

“For instance, the epigenome translated seven weeks in dogs to nine
months in humans, corresponding to the infant stage when
deciduous teeth erupt in both puppies and babies,” the team wrote
in a preprint of the study. “In seniors, the expected lifespan of
labrador retrievers, 12 years, correctly translated to the worldwide
lifetime expectancy of humans, 70 years.

They note that the links are more approximate when it comes to
adolescent and mid-life milestones, but they are still more accurate
than the previous idea that dogs consistently age at seven times the
rate of humans.

The team adds that the study suggests humans and dogs
accumulate methyl groups on some of the same genes as they age.
These are involved in a variety of functions linked to development,
including the assembly of synapses - junctions between neurons.

Prof Lucy Asher, an expert in canine puberty at Newcastle University
who was not involved in the research, said she welcomed the study.
“If we think about ageing in terms of how old our cells are, this new
paper is really useful in matching up human and dog years,” she
said, adding that such biological ageing is important for medical and
veterinary health.

But, she said, the match breaks down if ageing is considered in
terms of behaviours, hormones or growth - meaning we shouldn’t
be surprised at the escapades of young dogs.

“Whilst a 30-year-old human might have cells of an analogous ‘age’
to a one-year-old dog, many dogs won’t be fully grown at this time
and they will still have unsettled hormones and behaviour associated
with puberty,” she said, noting that one-year-old dogs act more like
human teenagers. “The development of dogs is not just a shortened
version of the human development, which is why it’s difficult to find
a clear match-up between a dog’s age and a human’s age.”

(Story source: The Guardian)
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• If they pull, the rewards stop and the walk is delayed. 
Most dogs learn the opposite of this, which is ‘the harder I pull, 
the quicker I get to the fun part’. Please bear in mind that dogs
that have learned this over a period of time will need lots of
help and encouragement in order to change the habit of a
lifetime.

• A dog’s natural walking pace is usually twice as fast as the
average human’s. As a dog would not naturally choose to walk
at such a slow pace, it’s doubly important that we reward them
generously for something that they find difficult.

The right equipment to stop pulling

Treats

Using treats during your walk is extremely important as they have
the power to help change your dog’s behaviour for the better.
Before you say this is bribery, think again! Treats are a worthy
reward for hard work - for example would you be so keen to work
all day for half your salary? No, we didn’t think so… Also, it’s
important to remember that it will be hard to change habits of a
lifetime unless there is a really worthwhile incentive. 

Using treats as rewards is the best way to encourage dogs to
repeat the things that you want. They can also be extremely
useful for distracting your dog away from things that cause
inappropriate behaviour. Just knowing that you carry food around
with you will automatically make you more interesting to your
dog and you’ll find that they pay greater attention to you as a
result. No rubbish and boring treats allowed - the only things you
can use are the treats that your dog will work for in any situation.
Here at Blue Cross we use a variety of hotdog sausage, cubes of
cheese or fresh cooked chicken and ham. The other important
thing to consider is to make sure that you don’t run out before
your finish your walk, so be very generous and remember to take
out enough. For the fashion conscious among you - you may find
that compromising your street cred and sporting a bum bag will
make this a lot easier.

Headcollars

For really strong dogs or dogs who may be reactive out and
about, it’s worth considering using a headcollar at first, especially
if there is a risk of you being pulled over. As they are worn on
the dog’s face and the point of contact is typically under the chin
(much like a horse headcollar), you have more control enabling
you teach loose lead walking safely. There is a wide range of
headcollars available on the market. As with all good dog training
equipment, it must be introduced to your dog in the right way
and it must be used in conjunction with the right technique. If
you don’t do this, it is likely to result in your dog hating having
to wear it and feeling distressed and frustrated during a time
when he should be having fun. 

For a dog that has never worn a headcollar, it will feel very
strange to suddenly have something placed over the bridge of
his nose. Most dogs will attempt to remove this by either rubbing
their faces on the ground or pawing at it.

How to use a dog headcollar

To teach a dog to fully accept walking on a headcollar, you must
firstly teach them to wear it at home before attaching the lead.

• Unpack your headcollar and allow your dog to fully investigate
it. While they are doing this, make sure you read the
instructions and make sure you’ve sussed out which way it
goes on. Prepare some tasty food and feed your dog while
encouraging them to push their nose through the loop of the
headcollar. This should only be for one or two seconds at a 
time. You can also get your dog used to the sound of the clip. 
Remember to be really positive and enthusiastic at this time
so that is it clear to your dog that this unfamiliar object is a
good thing. Take things slowly and end on a good note.

• Repeat this process every few hours so that your dog becomes
really familiar with the way that it sounds and how it feels

• When the headcollar is fully attached, we find it really useful 
to get the dog comfortable wearing it on a walk without 
attaching the lead to it (ie by having the lead attached to the
collar or harness). It’s important to keep them busy and 
focussed during these early stages, as unless you do this, their
attention may be drawn to the headcollar, which may lead them
to attempt to remove it. Use treats to gain their attention and 
walk quickly to keep their mind off it. 

• Consider your dog’s learning ability, stress and frustration
levels. Don’t ask for too much as in order to benefit from the
maximum results of the headcollar it must be introduced 
slowly. It’s much harder to undo this if you rush and cause
your dog to dislike the headcollar. 

• Once your dog will wear the headcollar, attach one end of your 
training lead to it and attach the other end to either the collar
or the harness. Attaching it to both points is extremely
important because as well as having a safety back up should
the headcollar break or be pulled off, you will be able to steer
and control your dog much better by doing this.

• Practice using this together in places where there are minimum
distractions - remember, be very generous with your treats
when your dog responds to your technique. When this is
working well, begin using it in slightly busier areas. 

It’s extremely important to remember that it takes more than just
equipment to change a dog’s behaviour. It must be used with the
right technique, applied by a positive enthusiastic owner.

A headcollar should never be a long term solution to your dog’s
lead pulling. It’s a great tool for teaching your dog to walk on a
loose lead, and it can be a great time saver if you’re rushed and
can’t commit the time to train properly. However it should always
be our goal to teach your dog to walk calmly without it, so
applying the right technique is the key to success.

(Article source: Blue Cross)

Dog lead training

The following tips address how to stop your dog pulling on a
lead, whether this is attached to a collar, harness or headcollar.

• Before training begins, take your dog in the garden and attempt
to wear them out. Having them slightly less ready to take on 
the world will help them to respond better to you.

• Load your treat bag with tasty food and get your training lead
ready. Ask your dog to sit calmly before attaching the lead. 
Reward calm behaviour at this early stage as you want to avoid
teaching your dog to become overly excited every time you set
out for a walk. 

• If your dog becomes wild with excitement, remove the lead
from sight and walk away. Return to them in a few moments
and try again. Once you have managed to put the lead on, it’s 
time to begin walking.

• Walk slowly and encourage your dog to walk on a loose lead 
by rewarding them with food and praising them enthusiastically

• If your dog pulls ahead, simply stop. Lure them back to your
side with a piece of food and when they do this, feed and praise 
them again. This technique is very simple and uncomplicated
- if your dog walks on a loose lead they get well rewarded and 
get to continue on his journey.
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Take the lead: How to stop your
dog pulling on the lead
Most dogs that pull have learned to do so over a period of time. 
The longer they have been doing it, the harder it will be for them to
change. In most cases, a fresh approach is needed by introducing an
alternative to the lead and collar. 



Anxiety 

Similar to humans, when a dog isn’t sure how to react to a
situation they develop feelings of anxiety. You can tell your pup
is anxious when their eyes are wide and starting or they avoid
eye contact altogether. Their mouth is likely closed, but if it’s
open they may be licking their lips or yawning nervously, and
their ears will be slightly back and moving as they try and gather
clues about the situation. Anxious dogs tend to stand very still,
but it’s not uncommon for their tail to wag slowly, which is a sign
that they don’t want any conflict. Similarly, they may roll onto
their back to expose their belly as a way to show their
submission.

Depending on the root of your dog’s anxiety, there are different
things you can do to help them overcome it. If your dog displays
mild anxiety when they encounter new situations, take time to
introduce them to it slowly. If this slow introduction approach
doesn’t work, reach out to your veterinarian. They will be able to
refer you to a trainer who can work with you and your dog to
reduce this anxious behaviour as well as prescribe medication if
necessary.

Frustration

Dogs most often experience frustration in response to a specific
event - usually, one where they do not get what they want. 
Their body will be tense as they focus completely on the source
of their frustration, often ignoring any of your attempts to get
their attention. As their frustration peaks, they may bark or lunge
at the frustrating object.

Unfortunately, if dogs are continually frustrated they will often
resign themselves to the situation. While this may look like calm
behaviour, it can actually lead to feelings of depression. If you
recognise that your dog is becoming frustrated, see if there is
anything you can do to make the situation easier for them to deal
with. 

For example, if they cannot figure out a difficult puzzle feeding
toy, try and show them how it can be solved or simply remove
the food from it completely. 

If there is little you can do to make the situation easier for them
to deal with, for example, if they are trying to engage in play with
another dog that is not reciprocating, it’s best to remove them
from the situation completely. You can then give them some
attention until their behaviour returns to normal.

Fear

There are many different ways that dogs express fear. Some go
on the defensive, growling and barking to make themselves
appear threatening. Others try and escape the threat by tucking
their tail between their legs and try to make themselves as small
as possible.

When your dog is afraid, all they are thinking about is how they
will ‘survive’ the threat. This means that they will be able to focus
on little else, including their favourite food or treat until the threat
has subsided. If you notice your dog expressing fearful
behaviour, quickly try and identify what is scaring them. If their
fear is triggered by something you can move away from, do so
until they have calmed down. If the source of their fear is
something unavoidable, like fireworks or thunder, do your best
to create a space in your home where the source of their fear is
minimised so they can feel safe.

Anger 

In addition to happiness, anger is one of the most recognisable
emotions a dog can display. If your dog is experiencing anger,
they will try and make themselves look as big as possible by
standing stiff with the fur on their back and neck standing
upright. Their eyes will be fixed on the threat, while their ears are
pinned back and their mouths wide and teeth bared. While they
will most likely be growling, some dogs prefer to remain
completely silent.

When your dog is angry, you’ll want to remain calm, avoiding
any loud noises or sudden movements. If you're able to remove
what is making them angry, do so and give them some space
and time to calm down. If you find your dog becoming angry
regularly, it’s important to reach out to a professional trainer who
can help you and your dog work through these emotions safely.
If left unchecked, there is a chance that your dog could feel the
need to protect themselves against the perceived threat, which
could result in injury.

To understand your dog’s emotions you need to take into account
all of the different ways they communicate as a package. If you
consider only one part of the package, for example, a wagging
tail, you may not be able to tell if your dog is happy or anxious.
Learning to understand and respect their emotions will help you
strengthen your relationship and bring it to a whole new level.

(Article source: Fresh Pet)
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They use a combination of posture, facial expressions, as well
as other body language to display their emotions, and being able
to decipher this is an important part of communicating with your
canine.

Happiness

Happiness is one of the easiest emotions to recognise and is
usually the one they display the most! 

When a dog is happy, they will show this through a tail that is
held high or down in a natural position - perhaps even wagging
- a relaxed body, and a partially open mouth that gives the
appearance of a slight smile.

Alertness

When something has caught your dog’s attention, they show it
in a few ways. An alert dog will have their head up, eyes open
and concentrated, with their ears pointing ahead or moving
slightly to find the source of the sound. Their body and tail will
be motionless, and their mouth closed - although some may bark
or growl depending on their assessment of the situation.

Alert behaviour usually only lasts a few moments before your
dog determines how to react to what has caught their attention.
If your dog’s behaviour seems to be transforming into fear or
anger, try to determine what is causing this and slowly introduce
them to the source. If your dog’s alertness consistently
transitions into fear or anger, the best thing to do is contact a
certified trainer who can help them work through this reactive
behaviour.

Canine communication: How to
understand your dog's emotions
The ever-changing world can cause both humans and animals to feel a
wide range of emotions. Whereas we humans try to keep our feelings
internal, our dogs very much wear their emotions ‘on their sleeve’. 



There is no better feeling than when your cat
chooses to sit on your lap

Not all cats are lap cats, so when they do choose to sit on you
there is no better feeling. This is especially true when there are
multiple laps to choose from in the room. If you want to increase
the likelihood of your cat coming to sit on you, just play it cool.
They always seem to go to the person who seems the least
interested in getting their attention.

You know the stress of needing to move, 
but your cat is sitting on you

It’s not every day that your cat chooses to sit on your lap, so you
don’t want to offend them by moving them before they’re ready.
This means once your cat sits down, get comfortable because
you’re stuck there until they’re ready to go. Perhaps it’s a good
time to create a new house rule – whoever the cat is sitting on
can request provisions from anyone else in the house for as long
as they're on their lap.

It can be a real struggle to find nice-looking
cat furniture

Climbing trees, scratching posts, and litter boxes are must-haves
for cats, but it can be a struggle to find nice-looking ones at your
local pet store. Fortunately, there are several brands, such as Tuft
and Paw, that sell designer cat furniture and accessories through
their online store. This means you can incorporate these cat-
friendly pieces into your home, instead of hiding them out of
sight in some forgotten corner.

You’ve accepted that cat hair will be on
everything, everywhere

For such small creatures, cats sure do have a lot of hair. 
No matter how often you brush them or vacuum your house,
their hair just seems to be everywhere. The funny thing is, it’s
not uncommon to find cat hair on things that you are sure they
haven’t even been around yet - such as that new sweater you’ve
just pulled out of your shopping bag.

You know that keeping your cat off the
counter or table is nearly impossible

To those without a cat, the thought of having them on the same
surface you prepare food and eat is less than appealing. But cat
parents know that no matter how hard you try, it’s nearly
impossible to keep your cat off of these surfaces. Of course, you
can get creative with furniture and accessories to give your cats
lots of vertical space to explore, but there’s still no guarantee
that’ll keep them off of your counter or table. It’s okay though, it
just means a little extra cleaning to keep the surfaces nice and
clean.

Cats seem to be their most active between
the hours of 4 and 6am

Cats sleep between 12 and 16 hours a day. If you’ve ever been
home with your cat during the day, you can confirm that most of
these sleeping hours tend to take place when the sun is up. 
While they make sure they’re up for meals and the odd playtime,
cats seem to reserve a few of their waking hours for the middle
of the night. We’re talking sprinting around the house and
meowing as they excitedly chase their favourite toy. This can be
quite a jarring experience to be woken up to, but cat parents
know that the best solution is to keep a pair of good earplugs on
hand so you can just pop them in and fall back to sleep without
having to interrupt playtime.

There’s no point buying cats expensive toys

Every cat parent has had the experience of purchasing their furry
friend a new toy, only to have them completely ignore it. 
No matter how nice the new toy you pick out for them is, nine
times out of ten your cat will be more interested in the box it
came in. In fact, they’ll probably be entertained by things that are
closer to garbage than a toy - think a piece of ribbon that came
on a package, a ball of tin foil, or even a loose q-tip.

Cats have no sense of personal space

It’s a popular misconception that all cats are aloof creatures who
enjoy being alone. While this is certainly true for some cats,
others love nothing more than being around their human. 
And by “around” we mean literally on top. Trying to work on your
computer? Your cat insists on sitting on your keyboard. 
Trying to read? Your cat needs to sit directly between you and
the book. Trying to sleep? Your cat wants to share your pillow or
better yet, use your face as their own pillow. Even the most
patient cat-parent can find this behaviour trying at times, but
there’s no denying that it’s your cat's way of showing that they
love being with you.

You know exactly when your cat is done with
being petted

As much as your cat likes a good pet, there will always be a point
where they’ve had enough. If you aren’t able to recognise the
subtle signs they give to show they’ve had enough, there’s a
good chance you'll end up with a few scratches or bite marks on
your hand. It could be something as subtle as a flick of the tail
or a quick side-eyed glance, or it could simply be that you’ve
learned the hard way that four or five pets are enough. Either way,
you have mastered the art of giving your pet affection without
overdoing it.

You may have to invest in a few extra lint rollers and earplugs to
block out the early morning zoomies, but the joy cats bring to
your life makes it all worth it.

(Article source: Fresh Pet)
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You’ve spent more time than you’d like to
admit finding food your cat enjoys

Cats can be notoriously picky eaters, so there’s a good chance
many of you have had to switch the food you’re feeding them at
least once. But just because cats can be picky eaters doesn’t
mean that you have to be constantly swapping brands. We’ll let
you in on a little secret, cat parent to cat parent - our Freshpet
recipes are picky eater approved! We have three lines of food,
each with products that come in a variety of formats, from patés
to tender bites, so you can switch up your cat’s meal without
having to change brands.
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Sound furmiliar? 10 things all cat
parents can relate to
If you’ve ever had a cat, you know they are unlike any other house pet.
From the joy they bring when they choose to sit on your lap to the
seemingly impossible amount of hair they lose, these are just some of
the things you can expect when you become a cat parent - and it’s 100%
worth it.



Please help us rescue and care for
vulnerable hedgehogs - Britain’s
favourite mammal
A shocking study has revealed that 
hedgehogs are rapidly vanishing from 
our countryside, with numbers HALVED
in the last 20 years.
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I am delighted to tell you that Britain’s hedgehog has won favourite
mammal in a UK poll.

The UK’s only spiny mammal won with 35.9% of the 5,000 votes,
more than double that of the Red Fox, who came in second place
with 15.4%. The Red Squirrel came third with 11.4%, out of a
shortlist of 10 charismatic UK mammals.

Unfortunately, hedgehogs are rapidly vanishing from our
countryside as numbers have HALVED in the last 20 years, a
shocking study has revealed.

Henry Johnson, hedgehog officer, People’s Trust for Endangered
Species (PTES) said:

“We Brits seem to love hedgehogs for a whole range of reasons,
including their cute appearance, their role as slug controllers and
the way they have colonised our gardens with such aplomb. This
is why it is so sad to see them decline, with one in three lost since
the millennium.”

Threats to hedgehogs come mostly from us. In rural areas, our
farmland increasingly lacks the diversity of habitats hedgehogs
need and the invertebrates they feed on. In towns and cities green
spaces are lost to development, paved over or increasingly
fragmented. Hedgehogs are also very prone to road traffic
accidents.

This is why we have launched this special Annual Appeal to protect
Britain’s favourite mammal.

At Hedgehog Rescue Rehabilitation and Care Centre we respond
immediately to rescue injured hedgehogs. A vet is called in straight
away and the hedgehogs are monitored and cared for. Once fit
and well they are released back into the wild.

Hedgehog Rescue is now conducting its Annual Appeal. Only by
continuing our huge effort and long-life commitment can we give
these wonderful animals a safe, happy and contented life.

We care for many hedgehogs here at our rehabilitation
centre. Hedgehogs just like these:

‘Julie’

‘Julie’ (pictured left) came in last Autumn, quite
small, out in daylight and had ticks. She stayed a
few weeks, put on enough weight, and made a
full recovery. She was released back to her own
territory by the finder.

Baby Hedgehogs

These 2 hedgehogs came in as very small
babies and had stayed with us a few
weeks, gaining weight and giving us a
chance to sort out their health issues. They
had several ticks and needed worming.
When they were 100% ready, we released
them close to where they were found.

These hedgehogs are some of the lucky ones. Others are less
fortunate.

As a friend who knows what a wonder animals can be, I hope you
will support our Annual Appeal. Your kind gift will help us rescue
and care for many more vulnerable hedgehogs - Britain’s favourite
mammal.

To donate to Hedgehog Rescue, go to:
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/hedgehogrescue 
or write to: Raisemore, Unit 1, Alton Road Industrial Estate,
Ross-on-Wye HR9 5NB
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